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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

Welcome
to Airburst
Welcome to the second edition
of our quarterly Munitions
magazine – Airburst. The first
edition was enthusiastically
received, and I am just as
proud of this edition.
The key features this time
highlight the excellent work we
are doing on cost reduction
and innovation.
Airburst provides you with
everything you need to know
about what has happened in
Munitions over the last quarter,
and a flavour of what to look
out for in the future. As always,
your feedback would be most
appreciated. Please contact:
Andy Mann, Editor
email: andy.mann3@
baesystems.com
tel: +44 (0)754 062 9552
Carina Woodey
email: carina.woodey@
baesystems.com
tel: +44 (0)754 063 0292
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We have a clear call
to action for success
BELOW: MD IAN
ANDERTON’S AIM IS TO
EMPOWER EVERYONE
TO WORK CLOSELY
WITH SUPPLIERS AND
CUSTOMERS

As I outlined to the Munitions leadership
population at our recent conference,
2013 has been a challenging year, with
order intake impacted by a major
“volume smoothing” exercise with the
UK MOD.
However, I am optimistic that on the
back of the key strategic options that we
have developed as part of our MPSO
(MASS Pricing and Service Optimisation)
campaign, we have a clear vision and
implementation strategy for the future.
My aim is to now empower everyone
in Munitions to work closely with their
suppliers and customers, whether they
are internal or external, to drive
value-for-money, innovative solutions. We
can only do this by understanding our
customers’ needs and working with
them to develop existing and new
revenue streams and product offerings.
In essence, we must have a can-do
attitude and respond quicker to shorter
order cycles, develop more
alliances and consider new
areas where our core
world-class skills and
competencies can be
used as consultancy
services.
Many people
in Munitions are
already exhibiting the
right behaviours, and
at the workshop
I was delighted to
recognise seven
employees for their

work in going “that extra mile”:
•Andrew Carrett – for his
commitment to progressing and
improving the Process Control
Authority activities
•Dave Golby – for persevering
in moving the cost-down activities
forward on the CTA project
•Alister Hill – for developing his
co-located role within Army HQ at
Andover, ensuring Munitions gets
vital feedback from the end user
of our products
•Mick Irwin – for preparing and
presenting detailed analysis and
proposals on smoothing volumes,
reduced order cycles and inventory
analysis as part of our discussions
on the 2016 order process
•Anthony Ling – for leading the
Procurement input into various key
strategic activities as well as managing
the Route 18 project
•Andrew Pritchard – for delivering
the complex MPSO bid on time and
achieving good customer engagement
•Fiona Underwood – for all the
painstaking hours spent compiling
and verifying the MPSO bid.
If we are successful, Munitions will
look and behave very differently in three
years’ time. We have a clear call to
action and we must continually improve
and change our business-winning
approaches and overall behaviours.
I am certain we will succeed.
Ian Anderton

“WE MUST CONTINUALLY IMPROVE
AND CHANGE OUR BUSINESSWINNING APPROACHES”
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INITIATIVES>

Cost reduction is everyone’s responsibility. It is something
which must be part of our DNA, where we are continually
thinking about how we can improve a process, minimise
waste and avoid scrap – Mark McIntyre, p06

MASS re-pricing proposal
After months of hard work, at the
end of September Munitions
submitted its MASS 2018 – 2022
re-pricing proposal on time to our
major customer, the UK MOD, as
part of our MPSO (MASS Pricing
and Service Optimisation)
campaign.
The proposal offers improved
value for money to the UK MOD,
while at the same time sustaining
critical Munitions manufacturing

and support capabilities that were
fundamental to the original MASS
contract in 2008. It also provides
a firm foundation for developing
the Munitions business further
over the coming years, in line with
the implementation of the
business strategy.
“To date, the MASS contract
has been a ground-breaking,
innovative contract which has
significantly improved customer

schedule adherence from the low
70 per cent to an average of over
98 per cent, as well as providing
flexibility to respond to fluctuating
volumes and cost pressures,”
said MD Ian Anderton.

“We will continue to engage
with the UK MOD to work through
these detailed proposals while
continuing to mature the MASS
contract into an ‘availability-based’
contract.”

Lands of business opportunity
A key part of the Munitions strategy
is to continually win new business,
particularly in the export markets.
Here are three examples of where we
have either recently won new business
or are developing fresh opportunities.
UK
The 2016 MASS Munitions orders
for the MOD have now been agreed
and will be a combination of new
requirements and quantities deferred
from the 2014/2015 orders. A new
production schedule is being finalised.
Phil Simon, Munitions Operations
Director, said: “This is a major
annual milestone in the contract
calendar and was based on a series of
detailed discussions, involving joint
consideration of various procurement
options.
“All participants worked closely
and effectively together to ensure that
a successful conclusion was achieved.
Well done to everyone involved on an
outstanding effort.”
French SAA order confirmed
Service Interarmées des Munitions
(SIMu), a French Armed Forces
logistics organisation, has awarded
Munitions a contract to supply 33
million rounds of 5.56mm M193 small
arms ammunition.
This ammunition was recently

evaluated and qualified by the French
Direction Genérale de l’Armement
(DGA).
The contract is part of a seven- year
supply agreement with SIMu and
these deliveries are scheduled to be
completed in 2014.
Ian Clay, Business Development
Manager, said: “This is another key
strategic export win for Munitions and
we look forward to working with SIMu.
“It clearly demonstrates that we can
be competitive in the export market
and is a major boost to our other
export campaigns. Congratulation to
everyone involved.”
Huge potential in India
The sheer size of the armed forces
in India, one of Munitions’ target
markets, offers the business potentially
huge rewards from new opportunities
emerging for BAE Systems.
After more than 18 months of
discussions, a number of prospects are
emerging for Munitions, including:

ABOVE: HOME AND
AWAY, MUNITIONS
IS TARGETING KEY
BUSINESS MARKETS

• the use of 120mm HESH (High
Explosive Squash Head) ammunition
for use in its new 120mm Arjun main
battle tank
• 30mm KCB ammunition for use
by a new self-propelled armoured
vehicle
• a small arms ammunition
opportunity with the Indian Air Force
for 5.56mm ball link ammunition
rounds.
• the opportunity to support
the upgrade of the Indian Factory
Board facilities, based on Munitions
experience with the successful
£206m MASS transformation at its
manufacturing sites.
Munitions also hopes to benefit
from supporting the BAE Systems
wide technology workshop, which
is being run in conjunction with the
Indian Ministry of Defence.
Paul Fitch, Munitions Strategy and
Business Development Director, said:
“We look forward to progressing these
opportunities in due course.”
www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Briefs
01 Type 26 Global Combat Ship
Maritime Indirect Fire System
Munitions, through a dedicated
firewall, is participating on both bids
to supply 127mm naval shells for
the new Type 26 Global Combat
Ship. The business is producing
compliant ammunition for the
weapon system for the two
consortiums: US Weapons, led by
BAE Systems Land & Armaments,
and Babcock/Ota Melara. Both bids
for the Maritime Indirect Fire
System were submitted in the
summer.
The Global Combat Ship will be
a highly capable and versatile
multi-mission warship designed to
support anti-submarine warfare, air
defence and general-purpose
operations anywhere on the world’s
oceans. The Type 26 will replace
the UK’s Type 23 frigates, with the
first ship set to enter service in the
early 2020s.

02 Joint Stand-off Weapon
Follow-on contract
For nearly ten years, Munitions has
been producing warheads for the
US Navy’s Joint Stand-Off Weapon
(JSOW) Missile System. The full rate
production contract is renewed
annually, and in September
Munitions was awarded the JSOW
FPR 09 contract.
03 120mm tank ammunition
MOD approval
Munitions has received UK MOD
approval that its new 120mm tank
ammunition system, L23A1 120mm
Tank Shot with L18A2 Charge, is
safe and suitable for service. The
business hopes to receive the first
export order soon.

BAE Systems Airburst

US trials for
UK M777
ammunition

SEVEN CARGO CONTAINERS
OF UK-PRODUCED TRIAL
M777 AMMUNITION HAVE
BEEN SUCCESSFULLY
DELIVERED TO THE US ARMY’S
YUMA PROVING GROUND
IN ARIZONA, FOLLOWING
EXTENSIVE PLANNING BY THE
MUNITIONS TEAM IN CLOSE
COLLABORATION WITH UK
MOD AND THE US DOD.
“THE AMMUNITION IS
REQUIRED FOR AN EXTENSIVE
PROGRAMME OF FIRING
TRIALS, AROUND 800
ROUNDS, WHICH BEGAN
IN NOVEMBER, SUPPORTED
BY MUNITIONS ENGINEERS,
TO PROVE INTEROPERABILITY
OF THE UK AMMUNITION
IN THE US 155MM GUN
SYSTEM,” SAID ANDY NEWELL,
PROGRAMME MANAGER, INSERVICE MUNITIONS.

Bright ideas light up the sky
For three nights this summer,
people living on the coast
around the QinetiQ firing range
at Eskmeals, Cumbria, could
have been forgiven for reporting
bright lights in the sky.
What they were seeing
was a demonstration of the
Munitions 4.5” illuminating
(visible light) rounds
capability. However, they
would have needed night
vision goggles to have
witnessed a demonstration
of the infrared variant later
in the year.
Neil Hough, 4.5” Project
Manager, said: “Both natures
were fired at temperature

extremes. All rounds
functioned as expected
and provided significant
illumination for greater than
the required time. Our MOD
customer was represented at
these trials and was suitably

‘‘GREAT
EXAMPLE OF
TEAMWORK
LEADING TO
AN INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT”

impressed with the quality
of the effects. Well done to
everyone involved, another
great example of teamwork
leading to an innovative
product for our portfolio.”
The Glascoed engineering
team, working closely with the
Environmental Test Facility
engineers at Bishopton, has
now started the final phases of
the sequential environmental
testing for the visible and
infra-red variants of the shell.
On completion of these
stressing tests, the ammunition
is scheduled to be fired at
Eskmeals before Christmas to
complete qualification testing.

Mortar project
on fast track
Following the first live firing
of the new XL59 81mm HEIM
mortars earlier this year, the
risk reduction and investment
projects are making significant
progress across all elements of
the programme.
The Process Engineering
team is installing new
equipment in the High Volume
Filling Facility at Glascoed,
and the Operations team at
Washington has reconfigured
the Machining and Treatment
lines to manufacture the

hardware that will be used in
the qualification programme.
Matt Honess, Insensitive
Munitions Senior Project

Manager, said: “These are fastpaced and exciting times for
the cross-functional team on
the project.”
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Lighter ammunition will help
to take the load off the soldier
Burden of the Dismounted Soldier
As a result of operational experience in
Afghanistan, the UK MOD is focusing
on a major programme to address the
“Burden of the Dismounted Soldier” –
the significant weight of the personal
kit that has to be carried by an
individual soldier.
The objective is to reduce the
weight to a more reasonable level
from that currently carried, and the
programme aims to address every piece
of equipment, from clothing to weapons
and ammunition, which constitutes
a significant portion of the infantry
soldier’s overall weight burden.
In a conventional small-arms
cartridge, the case accounts for
approximately 50 per cent of the
weight. Reducing the weight of
the bullet would affect lethality
and compromise NATO interchangeability, so over the past two
years Munitions has been working on
a technology project to address the
weight of the cartridge case.
Cartridge case weight can be
reduced in two ways. First, by using
lightweight material such as aluminium
or polymer, and second, by using less
material, typically by reducing the wall
thickness or head size.
The challenge is to do this while
maintaining the strength and integrity
of the cartridge case. In addition, any
solution has to be capable of being
manufactured in high volumes of tens
of millions per year. Finally, but not
insignificantly, no customer wants to
pay more per round.
The technology project at Radway
Green has focused on combining

Innovative
material
reduces
blast risks

ABOVE: A SIGNIFICANT
PART OF THE BURDEN
CARRIED BY SOLDIERS
ON THE FRONT LINE
IS AMMUNITION. A
TECHNOLOGY PROJECT
AT RADWAY GREEN IS
FOCUSING ON REDUCING
THE WEIGHT OF
CARTRIDGE CASES

alternative lightweight and highstrength materials to produce novel
composite designs. This has been
carried out in conjunction with
innovative manufacturing and joining
technologies.
Recently, a number of prototype
designs using these technologies have

Munitions is working, in
partnership with Fluid Gravity
Engineering, a company based
in St Andrews, Fife, on an
innovative project involving a new
high-density reactive material.
HDRM is being assessed as a
means of radically enhancing
blast effectiveness for weapons
while reducing the potential for

been manufactured and tested with
encouraging results.
Simon Jackson, Munitions Head
of Development Programmes and
Technology, explained: “As with any
technology programme, results can be
mixed, with significant successes and
some failures. In many ways, we have
learnt more about the capabilities and
limits of these technologies through
the failures.
“To date, we have manufactured
small quantities of cases in 5.56mm
calibre, achieving significant weight
savings of between 25 per cent and
50 per cent, depending upon the
combination of materials used. We
now have made sufficient progress to
move on to a more focused product
development phase early in 2014.”

unintended collateral damage.
Munitions Capability Manager
Dennis Flynn said: “Our
customers use our munitions and
equipment, under strict controls,
trying to deliver an appropriate
and proportionate effect in the
required area.
“In some engagements, such as
urban warfare, this can be limited

due to the danger of fragmentation
outside the target area.
“This new material reduces
that risk by ‘burning’ the case
structure alongside the detonation
process of the explosive filling.
“A range of opportunities and
applications have been identified
and the team is looking to further
optimise the materials.”

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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CUTTING COSTS
IS EVERYONE’S
RESPONSIBILITY
COST-SAVING INITIATIVES

In today’s challenging global economic climate, everyone is looking to
reduce costs to be more competitive and to win more orders, especially
in the export market. The Munitions business is no exception. Airburst
talked to Mark McIntyre, Munitions Procurement Director, to hear more
about what Munitions is doing to reduce its costs

C

ost reduction is everyone’s
responsibility,” said Mark. “It is
something which must be part
of our DNA, where we are continually
thinking about how we can improve
a process, minimise waste and avoid
scrap.”
The umbrella cost-reduction
programme for Munitions is Route 18,
which pulls together all the business’s
cost-savings initiatives. It aims to
deliver savings to enable Munitions to
provide better value to its existing and
potential new customers and help the
business hit its growth targets.
Route 18 was launched in 2012, and
in its first year has already delivered
some significant results. The strategy
has been to look at three main areas:
the bought-in costs through the supply
chain, the overhead indirect costs
and a cultural change programme to
encourage employees to drive out costs
wherever they are incurred.
Supply chain
“So far this year, Munitions has
delivered £3.34m savings out of a £5m
challenge to reduce our bought-in
costs, and I am confident that we will
achieve the £5m savings by year end,”
said Mark.
But how has this been achieved?
Within a month of launching Route
18, the Procurement team developed a
specific supply chain focused initiative

BAE Systems Airburst

called Challenge 20. Its aim is to
achieve a 20 per cent cost saving by
2018 from the top 20 suppliers.
“Despite a recent supplier reduction
programme, Munitions still has over
100 major suppliers and we spend in
the region of £180m per annum with
them and around 80 per cent of the
cost of a finished product comes from
outsourced material,” explained Mark.
“We therefore need a partnership
approach to ensure we are all working
together with a common goal.
Challenge 20 has given us this focus,

ABOVE: GEMMA
RIGBY LEADING A
ROUTE 18 ROAD
SHOW DISCUSSION AT
WASHINGTON

and it is particularly relevant to our
recent MASS 2018-22 re-pricing bid.
By understanding each other’s needs,
especially on planned volumes and
delivery requirements, we were able to
agree very competitive prices.”
Detailed Challenge 20 discussions
are now part of every strategic
supplier’s quarterly business review,
where a strategic supplier is defined as
one where Munitions has a significant
annual spend or where the supplier
produces a critical long lead time
part. Some of these best practice ideas
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will be recognised and shared in the
Munitions Supplier Awards in the first
half of 2014.
Overheads
Overheads form a significant part of
the Strategic Capability Charge in the
MASS contract with the UK MOD.
Anything the business can do to reduce
these costs will have a significant
benefit to both parties. Nearly £4m has
been saved in the year to date.
“But unfortunately we are still
forecasting to be over budget at year
end. This is because unexpected costs
have arisen. For example, the extended
use of dual facilities at Birtley and
Washington, and the delayed move
from C Block into the new facility at
Radway Green. It is crucial that we
get back to our MASS bid projections.
Otherwise, every extra pound of
costs we incur comes directly from
Munitions’ bottom line. In the long
term, this is not a sustainable position.
“That’s why every employee has a
responsibility to help save money and
we are not always talking about rocketscience initiatives. A very simple, some
would say obvious, idea was a Group
8 suggestion from Glascoed relating
to the re-use of caps used to plug
105mm shell. In the past, we used to
dispose of them, but now we are saving
about £10k a year on 105mm shells
and a potential saving of a further
£20k a year on 81mm mortars. There
is also the opportunity to extend the
idea by replacing the plastic bag used
on 81mm bodies. It may have been
obvious but nobody had thought of it
before. We need many more of these
types of ideas.”

LAURA REGAN
AND PAUL GIDMAN
(CENTRE) WITH
RADWAY GREEN
COLLEAGUES

Tooling develops cutting edge
Case study
Apprentices Laura Regan and
Paul Gidman, based at Radway
Green, were nominated for a
Silver Chairman’s award, for
their cutting-edge, cost-saving
suggestion. This Route 18
initiative was based on the
refurbishing and recycling of
tungsten carbide cutting tools,
benefiting from the investment
in a new electrical discharge
machine.
As a result of this idea, there

Culture change
At the launch of Route 18, there
was a commitment to continually
update everyone on its progress,
and fundamental to this have been
the two roadshows held at the three
manufacturing sites. In January,
the first set of roadshows and
poster campaign focused on raising
awareness and explaining the rationale

“WE HAD A FANTASTIC RESPONSE
AND NEARLY 300 COST-SAVING
IDEAS WERE SUBMITTED. MANY
HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED”

is a skilled labour saving of 34
weeks a year, and tools can
now be re-used five times on
each side, resulting in a saving
of £138,000. The process is
also safer as there are no
external moving parts and no
waste.
“Implementation of new
ideas and cost-saving systems
is the essence of what Route
18 is trying to achieve,” said
Anthony Ling, Munitions Route
18 Manager. “It is also another
great example of internal

behind the concept.
Mark said: “We had a fantastic
response and nearly 300 cost-saving
ideas were submitted. Many have
already been implemented and the
more complex ones are still being
investigated. Thanks to everyone who
got involved and I was delighted that
each site held a draw for a Kindle to
recognise a winning idea.”
In October, the roadshows were
repeated but this time the objective
was to reinforce awareness of the
continual need for cost reduction, while
ensuring all employees are engaged
and understand their responsibility for
helping to deliver savings.
“Once again we had a great
response and it clearly demonstrates
that our employees are buying in to
the need to save money and reduce

functions working with the
supply base to achieve better
efficiency and deliveries.
“Furthermore, this
suggestion shows that you do
not have to have many years’
service to have a good idea.
Both Laura and Paul are fairly
new to the business but by
being observant in their
day-to-day work on the shop
floor, they came up with a
terrific idea which has saved
money and made the job
easier.”

waste. I was also pleased to see that
links are being established with both
cross-functional and cross-site teams.
A good idea is worth pinching and
through sharing, this message is
getting across.
“A recent example is the savings
we have made on utility costs during
holiday shutdown periods when we
have specifically reminded people to
‘switch off’ before they finish.”
Way forward
While Route 18 is on-going, over the
next few months two new projects
will be at the forefront of our cost
reduction efforts:
• Plastic packaging – a new
manufacturer, PlastPack Defence,
CONTINUES OVERLEAF>

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Innovation cuts 81mm
mortar scrap rate
Case study

<FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

from Denmark has developed low-cost
lightweight packaging for small arms
ammunition, where the container is
moulded from plastic but uses the
latest technology in both moulding
techniques and modern materials,
to produce a lightweight but highstrength box. Expectations are that
it will provide a 50 per cent weight
reduction and 20 per cent cost saving
compared to a metal container .
• External storage requirements
– Munitions will be reviewing the need
for such facilities to maximise the use
of its existing site-based facilities.

This will include an audit of existing
uses, reusing any redundant materials
and disposing of obsolete items. At
Glascoed alone, this has a potential
saving of £180,000 per year.
Mark concluded: “Route 18 has
been a success but we have only just
started the journey. If we are to be
a world-class producer, we must
ensure that our bought in costs are
minimised; our waste and scrap rates
are virtually none existent and we
have a partnership culture focused
on reducing costs today and every
day. I am confident that we have the
commitment from our employees and
the supply chain to succeed.”

Through Challenge 20-initiated discussions, Munitions
supplier William Lee has implemented changes to
its internal casting process which has shown a
massive reduction in 81mm rejections at Washington
for porosity issues.
During the last half of 2012, there were about 870
parts rejected for porosity issues at Washington, which
was running at 1.5 per cent scrap rate.
The process changes at William Lee included
increasing the temperature of the molten material
poured into the casting moulds which showed
significant results at the latest review in September.
In a ten-month period, there have only been 38
scrapped castings for porosity which has now brought
the scrap rate down to 0.05 per cent, resulting in less
waste and fewer costs, not only for Washington and
Glascoed but also the supplier.
A separate initiative with William Lee has resulted in
a potential saving of up to 19 pet cent off cost of the
casting. This is based on ensuring that the adapter
casting is closer to the finish project on delivery and
hence requires less work at the manufacturing stage.
“These are two great ideas which were developed
through consultation and a joint desire to save money
and reduce scrap rates,” said Anthony Ling, Route
18 Manager.

Transformation
update

the joint teams has led to a high
degree of confidence that weekly
targets are achievable.”
To help to ensure continuous
improvement in these areas, on 8
October, joint improvement teams
were launched to ensure process
resilience is developed through
facilitated process failure-mode
effect analysis and reliabilitycentred maintenance activities.

01 Glascoed
Refurbishment on track
•The Main Administration building
refurbishment (artist’s impression
right) continues at pace, with the
handover from Morgan, the
contractors, to site control
remaining on schedule for the
end of the year.
Meanwhile, Morgan will continue
to remove all rubble from site in
phases and according to onward
demand, ensuring the best
possible environmentally friendly
approach. Demolition of the
security lodge has begun, with
refurbishment expected to be
complete by early January.
“Once the Main Admin building
is complete and refurbished, the
majority of the transformation work
at Glascoed will be complete,” said
BAE Systems Airburst

Huw Samuel, Site General
Manager. “We will then be focused
on developing our world-class
business models to improve
customer value.”
02 Washington
Improvement teams launched
• As part of the Transformation
programme, there has been
significant investment at
Washington. Following a great deal
of hard work, equipment has now
been procured, installed and
commissioned, while still

maintaining a high-level drumbeat
of production.
Simon Miller, Washington GM,
said: “Over the last few months,
there have been significant
production improvements. In
October, the Paint Plant achieved
its highest weekly output, with over
3,000 units painted, and the Forge
recorded its best-ever production
week, with 2,549 105mm forgings
produced.
“Although there is still work to
be carried out to improve the
resilience of the processes and
reduce defects, the commitment of

03 Radway Green
Major milestones
•Radway Green has recently
achieved further milestones with
Cases Lines 5 and 6 in production
and the Bullet Cell installation
being completed.
“We are continuing to make
good progress on the revised
timelines,” said General Manager
Nigel MacVean. “The only major
activity left is the need to continue
to work with our US supplier, AES,
to progress their loading machines’
commissioning activities.”
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DSEI 2013

Munitions team puts on a show
F
or the first time,
Munitions had a standalone presence at DSEI
the world’s largest, fully
integrated defence and security
exhibition, held biannually in
the UK. Previously part of the
US-based Land & Armaments
display, Munitions colleagues
were this year able to represent
the business as part of the

BAE Systems stand.
The Munitions element of the
stand incorporated a range of
videos focused on products and
individual site capabilities as
well as static displays on RCGM,
ECF, small arms ammunition
and 155mm Common Carrier
shell. An adjacent area featured
the joint venture with the CTAi
cannon and cases telescoped

ammunition.
During the four-day event
in September, the Munitions
team spoke to delegations from
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Oman, Japan, Botswana, Brazil
and Brunei as well as conducting
numerous meetings with partners
and suppliers.
“It was great to have the
opportunity to meet customers,

suppliers and potential partners
to discuss future opportunities
and collaborations,” said Paul
Fitch, Munitions Strategy and
Business Development Director.
“Our success at this and
subsequent exhibitions is key
to enhancing and delivering
our growth strategy, which has
already benefited this year from
several key strategic export wins.”

ABOVE: MUNITIONS HAD
ITS FIRST EVER STANDALONE PRESENCE AT
DSEI
FAR LEFT: MUNITIONS
COLLEAGUES SUCH AS
LAURA ROONEY AND
STEVE FUNG WERE
ABLE TO REPRESENT
THE BUSINESS AS PART
OF THE BAE SYSTEMS
STAND
LEFT: HELEN HAINES
AND KELVYN GRIMES
WERE AMONG
COLLEAGUES WHO
HAD THE CHANCE
TO MEET AND TALK
TO CUSTOMERS AND
SUPPLIERS

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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LEFT: CEREMONY
CO-HOST PAUL ROGERS
(FAR LEFT) AND MD
IAN ANDERTON (RIGHT)
JOIN MEMBERS OF THE
INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS
PROPELLANT TEAM IN
CELEBRATING THEIR
AWARD FOR THEIR
WORK ON “BRINGING
PROPELLANTS WITHIN
REACH”

NIGHT AT THE
MUSEUM FOR
BRONZE WINNERS
Chairman’s Awards

M

unitions celebrated the
success of its 35 Bronze
award-winning teams in
this year’s BAE Systems Chairman’s
Awards campaign at a ceremony
in September at the Imperial War
Museum North in Manchester.
Among 130 guests were employees
representing every Munitions site,
including joint venture colleagues
from CTAi in France. Also represented
were the customers, contractors and
suppliers who were included in several
nominations, reflecting the business’s
partnership approach.
The evening was co-hosted by
Munitions Directors Paul Rogers
and Mark McIntyre, with Managing
Director Ian Anderton presenting the
awards. They were also particularly
pleased to welcome Paul Opie, from
the UK MOD, who was both a Bronze
panel judge and a successful nominee.
BAE Systems Airburst

ABOVE: THE WALLS
OF THE IMPERIAL
WAR MUSEUM IN
MANCHESTER PROVIDED
A FITTING BACKDROP
FOR PROJECTIONS OF
MUNITIONS PRODUCTS

During the evening, guests
enjoyed dinner between the awards
presentations, and they had a unique
opportunity to explore the museum
out of hours.
“Everyone enjoyed themselves
and celebrated in a fantastic venue
which was perfect for our business,
particularly since we were able to
project large photos of our products
onto the museum’s walls. They were a

great match for the museum’s defence
themes,” said Dr Rachel Geatches,
Lead Co-ordinator for Munitions
Chairman’s Awards.
“I hope that now everyone has seen
the video of the event on our new digital
signage site-based screens they will be
inspired to put even more nominations
in next year. We can then celebrate
similar successes – and maybe go one
further with a few Silver awards.”
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Long Service Awards

Historical setting
to honour stalwarts
Warwick Castle was the spectacular
venue for the first Munitions Long
Service Awards event in October,
which celebrated in style the valued
service of 18 employees and their
partners.
The day began with an afternoon
tour of the castle and its dungeons
before guests reconvened in the
evening in the Great Hall to witness a
live jousting fight between two knights,
before a dinner and awards ceremony.
The awards were presented by
Musketeer Ian Anderton, Munitions
Managing Director, with hosts,

including knights, princesses and
even a cardinal, helping to celebrate in
character this momentous occasion.
After the awards presentation, guests
took to the floor for some ceilidh
dancing.
Ian Anderton said: “This longservice awards event recognised the
valued contribution of employees who
have worked for the company for 25
and 40 years. It was a fantastic venue
and an excellently themed evening was
enjoyed by everyone. Congratulations
to all awardees on their superb
achievement.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: THE GREAT HALL IN THE SPECTACULAR
SETTING OF WARWICK CASTLE; DINNER AND CEREMONY OVER, GUESTS
TAKE THEIR PARTNERS FOR THE CEILIDH; GUESTS WITH THEIR HOSTS,
DRESSED IN CHARACTER FOR THE OCCASION

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Well pleased
Radway Green has won a top regional
well-being award from the Manchester
Wellbeing Charter for the second
successive time.“This is a
tremendous achievement,” said Nigel
MacVean, Radway Green General
Manager. “We are the only
organisation in the history of this
award to have won it twice. Well done
to everyone involved.”
To achieve the award, the site had
to demonstrate “Excellence” in the
eight well-being award elements. It
was able to both achieve this and to
confirm this achievement during a site
tour by the panel judges.

Radway Green

VIP visit by
senior Army
personnel
Brigadier Allan Thomson, Head of the
Land Domain & Army Customer Team
(LDACT) within Defence Equipment
and Support (DE&S), led a senior
British Army visit to Radway Green in
October.
This was a very important customer
visit for Munitions as Brigadier
Thomson supports Lieutenant
General Chris Deverell, Chief of
Materiel (Land), in his role as DE&S

BAE Systems Airburst

RIGHT: GEOFF PAYNE
(LEFT) EXPLAINING
ROUND PRODUCTION
TO COLONEL RICHARD
ASPRAY (CENTRE) AND
BRIGADIER ALLAN
THOMSON

Land Forces Champion and Army
lead for the Logistic Defence Line
of Development (DLOD). In this
capacity, Brigadier Thomson acts as a
key catalyst in developing, maintaining
and supporting the DE&S relationship
with Land Command.
During his visit, Brigadier Thomson
was updated on current product
developments, the Munitions MPSO
bid and was given a site tour.
Accompanying Army personnel
included Col Nick Byrne, Logistics
Business Improvement, Log Branch,
Army HQ; Col Richard Aspray, DE&S
– DGM, Team Leader; Lt Col Dom
Cooper, Ammunition Management,

Log Branch, Army HQ; Major Mark
Sadler, Ammunition Management,
Log Branch, Army HQ; Major Nathan
Evans, Ammunition Management
SO2, Logistics Branch, Army HQ, Jon
O’Callaghan, LDACT Safety, and
Gary Brown, DE&S, Weapons
Operating Centre, Transformation
Team.
The Munitions host, Alister
Hill, the business’s co-located
representative at Army HQ in
Andover, said: “Brigadier Thomson
and his colleagues really enjoyed
their visit and I would like to thank
everyone involved in making the visit
such a success.”
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Critical spares partnership
keeps Glascoed switched on
Stock management innovation
A pilot-scheme in Group 8 (Mortar
Filling) has paved the way for a sitewide partnership that will enable
production to bounce back quickly
from unexpected equipment failure.
Personnel from ERIKS, the
nationwide industrial services
company, have been working on the
pilot with Jon Davies, Glascoed’s
Facilities Improvement Engineer, to
develop a critical spares management
programme.
“It is all about improving the
visibility and availability of those
critical spares,” explained Jon.
“We have a large site that
incorporates legacy plant and
equipment with some obsolescence
issues. Anything is deemed critical
if it can affect the plant in terms of
downtime. If a component fails and
stops the operation, it costs time and
money. If we don’t have it on the shelf
or can’t identify it, then these things
take time to procure.
“ERIKS helps us to identify the
part, which is important when you are

ABOVE: TARA DAVIS
AND DAVID LONG OF
ERIKS, WITH FACILITIES
IMPROVEMENT ENGINEER
JON DAVIES (REAR)
PUTTING THE SYSTEM
THROUGH ITS PACES.

working with legacy plant, and then
we look at cost, delivery lead times
and specification. We then assess the
min-max level, to ensure we have the
right parts, in the right quantities, in
the right place.”
Tara Davis, ERIKS’ business unit
manager, added: “If the pilot project
is successful, colleagues will no longer
need to ring-fence their spares and keep
them in their cupboard.
“Now, using our software, we can
make those spares available since the
system will tell them what we have
on site – live stock – and where it is
located on the shelf.”
Training is being organised so that
people can get comfortable with the
ERIKS stock management software.

“COLLEAGUES WILL NO LONGER
NEED TO RING-FENCE THEIR
SPARES AND KEEP THEM IN
THEIR CUPBOARD”

David Long, ERIKS Contract
Manager, said: “The good thing is
that we are also working with Radway
Green on their critical spares so that
Glascoed will be able to have visibility
of the spares at Radway Green and
vice-versa. Although the sites produce
different munitions there is some
commonality of parts so there is the
potential to access spares from each
other.”
For Jon Davies, the opportunity to
develop a programme that keeps track
of critical spares will help optimise
uptime of Glascoed’s production areas
– a key step to maximising efficiency,
sustainability and minimise the
potential for extended downtime.”
The new system has already proved
its worth, explained Jon.
“When a hydraulic unit failed, a
replacement part – already tested and
placed on the shelf just a week earlier
– was ready and waiting to be fitted.
Otherwise, downtime would have been
significant. As it was, the critical spares
stock management programme was
called into action and we were up and
running again in next to no time.”

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Laboratory
a credit to
Glascoed

Award winners wowed
While Munitions was
unsuccessful in being awarded
any Silver Chairman’s awards
this year, we were invited to
host a visit of 32 Silver award
winners to Radway Green
in November.
“The purpose was to
highlight our world-class

manufacturing capabilities
and safety processes as well as
demonstrating what it takes
to produce a high-quality
round every four seconds
for less than the cost of a
ballpoint pen,” observed Nigel
MacVean, Radway Green
General Manager.

“Our colleagues from
other BAE Systems businesses
were very interested in the
site and were grateful for the
opportunity to network with
both managers and shop-floor
operators to discuss current
operational challenges
and successes.”

Washington
hosts CTAi
board for
first time
The CTAi board meeting
was held at Washington in
October, the first time that
the members have visited the
site. The board had a site tour
and were impressed with the
facilities they saw.
“It was a privilege to
show senior representatives
from Nexter Munitions
and CTA International the
£75m investment we have
made to establish our new
Machining, Treatments
BAE Systems Airburst

The laboratory at Glascoed has
achieved the United Kingdom
Accreditation Service (UKAS)
accreditation for vacuum stability
and vacuum compatibility testing.
This recognises their competence
against the International Standard
ISO/IEC 17025:2005, which is
considered best in class.
At the presentation, Huw Samuel,
Glascoed’s General Manager, said:
“We now have a fantastic laboratory
facility at Glascoed which provides a
first-class service in the testing and
analytical processes required for this
industry. Congratulations to the team
involved in reaching this standard.”
Huw (third left) is pictured
presenting the accreditation
certificate to laboratory manager
Mark Blackburn and the team.

New depths
of innovation

and Forging facility,” said
Washington’s General
Manager Simon Miller.
“The new facility is now
being used to produce 40mm
shell cases for CTAi which will

be used in qualify this future
artillery product.”
Simon Miller (right) is
pictured explaining the cased
tube process to members of
the CTAi board.

The team in Special Machining at
Washington conducted a Design for
Manufacture review on an enquiry
from MBDA for a new depth charge
case. Following the review, the team
believed that significant costs could
be removed from the design by
manufacturing the existing three
parts as one and went on to
successfully manufacture a
prototype.
“This has been an excellent
innovative effort from the team,”
said site GM Simon Miller. “It will
greatly assist in demonstrating our
capabilities to the customer and
improving our chance to win.”
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Volunteers help
tidy up National
Memorial Arboretum

Radway paves
the way with
programme for
Saudi trainees
Radway Green recently welcomed 31
employees from Military Industries
Corporation (MIC) of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. They are undertaking
12 weeks of training covering all
areas of small arms ammunition
(SAA) manufacture.
The training is designed to develop
skills associated with operating an
SAA production line, with their time
being split between theoretical and
practical-based training.
MIC enjoys a significant presence in
the Kingdom, employing several
thousand employees and
manufacturing a wide range of products
within the defence sector. Munitions is
working hard to develop its presence in
this region and this training programme
provides the business with a great
platform to showcase its capabilities
and professionalism.
“This is our first services-based
contract at Radway Green and is a
fantastic opportunity for us to
demonstrate the capabilities we can
offer in supporting customers and
partners” said Nigel MacVean, Radway
Green GM. “It also gives the trainees
the opportunity to gain an
understanding and appreciation of a
different culture and methods of work.”

Remembrance
In the lead up to Remembrance Day on 11 November,
more than 20 Munitions employees visited the UK’s
National Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire to show
the business’s support by undertaking a volunteering day
of environmental work. This is the fourth consecutive
year that Munitions volunteers have been involved.
The National Memorial Arboretum is open all year
as a site of remembrance for those who have given
their lives in the service of their country, those who
have served and suffered as a result of conflict, and for
those who have specific or appropriate reasons to be
commemorated.
Munitions HR Director Paul Johnson said: “Many
thanks to organiser Sue Smith and all the volunteers
for participating in a well-organised event. It was a
respectful, reflective and enjoyable experience.”
RIGHT: VOLUNTEER
TONY VESTY GETS DOWN
TO SOME PRUNING
IN THE GARDENS OF
THE UK’S CENTRE OF
REMEMBRANCE

‘You can’t do now what we did back then’

ABOVE: ROY DALE WITH ONE OF HIS FORMER APPRENTICES, NICK BOULTON

Roy Dale joined the business at
Radway Green in 1941 at the age of
15, when there were 3,000 employees
on site. Starting as an apprentice
electrician, he stayed with the
company for 39 years. Now 88, Roy
recently revisited the site to take part
in the “We are BAE Systems” photo
shoot.
He certainly noticed a difference to
the site: “It’s completely different.
You can’t do now, what we did back
then.”
Nick Boulton, one of Roy’s former
apprentices, remembers his time
with Roy fondly. “I worked as Roy’s
apprentice for three months in the

Garage, but I never really left him
since I had all my breaks with him
until the day he retired. I would also
see him at weekends and still see him
now.”
Roy has been back to the site twice
this year, and is delighted that he
has received a special invitation from
Managing Director Ian Anderton to
attend the official opening next year.
Ian said: “It’s really inspiring
knowing a gentleman like Roy Dale is
still so passionate about the site and
the work we do here. It is also fantastic
and encouraging that his skills and
expertise have been passed on to
others who are still here.”

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Chorley cannons
back on duty for
heritage project
Two Georgian muzzle-loading display
cannons from around 1812 are being
donated by Munitions to the Chorley
Remembers exhibition at Astley Park,
Chorley, in Lancashire.
The cannons are in storage at
Glascoed but were originally positioned
in front of the Royal Ordnanace Factory
Chorley administrative building. They
were part of the assets transferred
to British Aerospace when Royal
Ordnance was privatised in 1987.
ROF Chorley was opened by King

George VI on 31 March 1939, and
during the Second World War the
site employed up to 35,000 people,
manufacturing a wide range of
munitions. The site closed in 2007.
The cannons were given to ROF
Chorley in 1964 by the Royal Arsenal
Woolwich to mark the site’s 25th
anniversary, and this year local MP
Lindsay Hoyle approached Munitions
to see if they could be returned to
Chorley as part of the museum’s
display. He explained that the return

ABOVE: KING GEORGE
VI ARRIVES AT ROF HALT
CHORLEY STATION IN
1939
TOP PICTURE:
MEMBERS OF THE
ORIGINAL WORKFORCE
AT ROF CHORLEY’S 25TH
ANNIVERSARY
IN 1964, WITH THE
CANNONS STANDING
GUARD AT THE FLAGPOLE

of the two cannons were top of the
organisers’ wish list.
Paul Johnson, Munitions Director
responsible for Heritage, said: “As part
of our commitment to supporting both
our heritage and the local communities
where our sites and former sites are
based, we are delighted to donate
these cannons back to Chorley. It is
very fitting that, with 2014 being the
75th anniversary of the opening of
ROF Chorley, that these two symbolic
artifacts should be returned.”

A timely
reminder

TIME TRAVELLERS: JOHN CHAMBERS (LEFT), WITH 47 YEARS SERVICE, AND JOHN FLEMING, WITH 37 YEARS, ARE JUST TWO OF THE LONGSERVING EMPLOYEES WHO ARE PART OF THE PROUD HERITAGE TRACED IN THE RADWAY GREEN TIMELINE
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A glass heritage timeline, similar to
the one in the reception at
Washington, was unveiled at Radway
Green in October. The timeline depicts
key events in Radway Green’s history
from its opening in 1939 to 2013.
“At Radway Green, we are very
proud of our heritage, our small arms
ammunition products and our people,
both past and present,” said Hilary
Bland, Munitions Transformation
Manager. “This timeline is a permanent
reminder of all our achievements and
successes. We are already receiving
very favourable feedback and it is
becoming one of the main discussion
points on site.”

